With the deepening of the research on smart grid, scholars have found a lot of different methods for solving this problem. In this paper, we present a new Newton method framework for solving the smart grid. We transformed the original smart grid model into the non-smooth constrained systems. And the Newton method is presented for solving this non-smooth constrained systems.
INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, along with social progress and the great change of the world economy, the study of power system has become one of the research hot spot in our country. The main idea for solving this problem is to combine the power system and the mathematical calculation and taking the original model transformed into mathematical method. In this paper, we present a new Newton method framework for solving the smart grid.
Due to power cannot be stored, power supply and demand requirements in a state of balance. So one of the discussion of electric power market is how to proceed the management of demand under the situation of limited capacity in the short term and promote the increase of capacity in long term. Then real-time price mechanism is presented in [1] [2] [3] . Real-time pricing was formulated as maximization of social benefits among the customers and the energy provider. Matching supply to real-time demand is one of important concerns in power networks because of that electricity saving is a difficult task and should be consumed immediately after generation. This remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the following, we recall the well-known formulas in real-time price mechanism. In next Section, we present a new mind that transformed the original model into the non-smooth constrained systems and we also give the algorithm to solve this problem.
Throughout the whole paper, we denote N is the set of customers requiring electricity, N N  . Each customer N i  requires an amount of energy for his electrical appliances. Each customer acts independently and there is no communications among the customers. And we denote K is the set of time slots, 
Utility Function
In this paper, we consider quadratic utility functions corresponding to linear decreasing marginal benefit [4] , x , 2
where x is the power consumption,  is a parameter characterizing customer types assumed to be private,  is a predetermined constant characterizing the saturation point of the utility. The higher the  , the lower the power consumption to reach the saturation point.
Energy Cost Model
We consider a cost function ) L ( C k k indicating the cost of providing k L units of energy offered by the energy provider in each time slot K k  . And The cost function of providing electricity is assumed to be increasing and strictly convex.
where k L is the generating capacity and k a , k b , k c are predetermined constants.
THE METHOD FOR SMART GRID
In this section, we consider the real-time pricing of smart grid. And the objective function is the summation of utility functions of all users and all time slots subtracted by the total cost incurred at the energy provider while the constraint is the summation of power consumption not exceeding than the generating capacity at each time slot. Mathematically, the optimization problem is presented in [3] 
is defined in (2), and k i  is the parameter of user i in time slot k . And we have two sections for solving this problem.
The objective functions in (3) can be seen as the nonsmooth equations with finitely many maximum functions. In this paper, we consider (3) as the nonsmooth constrained systems. Thus (3) can simply be written as
is the non-smooth equations with finitely many maximum functions. And we denote X is the solutions set of (4) and it is assumed to be nonempty, i.e.
By [2] , for given 0 , s
where  is an arbitrary but fixed norm in n R or m R . And ) s ( G is an element of some sub differential.
Based on [5] , we give the framework of Newton algorithm for (3).
Algorithm 1. (Newton Algorithm Framework)
Step 0: Choose
Step 2: Determine ) ,
Step 3:
, and go to Step 1.
Based on Algorithm 1, we give a specific algorithm for smart grid.
Algorithm 2. (Modified Newton Algorithm)
Step 2: Solving the following linear programming problems and obtain the solution
, and go to Step 1. Remark:
, where define a new kind of the differential for F(x) denoted by [6] 
Thus the problem is transformed into a non-smooth constrained systems with
is a finite set of points in 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a new Newton method to solve the real-time pricing of smart grid. The original smart grid model can be transformed into a nonsmooth constrained systems. And we apply the Newton method framework to solve this systems. We also discuss the new kind of the differential   -differential of the function.
